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The Fading American Dream
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FIGURE 1
The Fading American Dream: Percent of Children Earning More than Their Parents, by Year of Birth

Source: The Fading American Dream: Chetty et al. (2017).

date—the famous work for instance of Piketty
and Saez and co-authors or Larry Katz, Alan
Krueger, and a number of economists, who
have been studying these issues—most of
that work has studied inequality using cross-
sectional data, looking at rates of poverty or
looking at top 1% income shares and so forth
within a single generation at a single point
in time.

In this talk, what I’m going to do as a comple-
ment to that important body of work is present
an overview of recent research on economic
mobility across generations using longitudinal
administrative data. I should note, I’m going
to talk about a series of different papers. Many
of those are co-authored with my collabora-
tors, John Friedman and Nathan Hendren, as
well as a large group of others whose names
you’ll see along the way. Most of these papers
use longitudinal administrative data—which
I’ll talk about in more detail in a second—but
powerful data that allow us to follow people
over multiple generations in order to trace the
roots of outcomes like poverty or incarceration
rates back to the environment in which people
grew up.

That, as I hope to show you today, turns
out to be quite useful in understanding the

determinants of outcomes in adulthood. We
study these issues of equality of opportunity and
mobility in a variety of different settings, looking
at the impacts of schools, higher education,
and so forth. In this talk today, I’m going to
focus on variation across neighborhoods as a
lens to understand the determinants of oppor-
tunity. I’m going to take a geographic look at
the data.

First, I’ll provide a brief summary of the data
and the simple methods that we use. I’ll then
present a descriptive analysis of the geography
of opportunity in the United States, just showing
you how children’s chances of rising up vary
across places and what I think we can learn
from that.

Then in the third part of the talk, I’ll address
the causal effects of neighborhoods. I will dis-
tinguish whether the variation that we’re see-
ing in kids’ outcomes across places—which is
quite substantial as you will see—is due to
selection effects, different people living in dif-
ferent places, or due to the causal effects of
place. I’ll talk about how the causal effects of
neighborhoods actually appear to be quite sub-
stantial, and what that means for policy going
forward.
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The Fading American Dream

Children used to earn more than their parents - not any more.
Why?

1. Slowing income growth – productivity slowdown.
2. Rising income inequality – the poor saw no income growth

since the 1960s.
3. Falling mobility – only 7% of those in the bottom quintile have

children in the top quintile.
Canada: 13%
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FIGURE 2
Intergenerational Mobility in the United States: Mean Child Household Income Rank Versus Parent

Household Income Rank

Source: The Opportunity Atlas: Chetty et al. (2018); opportunityinsights.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/atlas_slides.pdf

ages of 31 and 37. We’re plotting the mean rank
of children versus their parents’ income rank.
There are 100 dots here, one for each percentile
in the parental income distribution, and we’re
plotting the mean rank of the kids in each of
those bands.

You can see a very clear, smooth, upward slop-
ing relationship here re!ecting the fact that there
is intergenerational persistence of income in the
United States as in all other countries. If you’re
born to richer parents, you yourself tend to be
richer on average. The gap slope here measures
the degree of intergenerational persistence, and
it’s fairly substantial. So you can see that kids
born to the very richest parents in the United
States end up around the 75th percentile or so,
on average. Kids born to the lowest income par-
ents in the United States end up somewhere in the
35th percentile, on average. So there’s a 40 per-
centile point gap associated with which parents
you happen to be born to.

For this talk I’d like to distil this curve down
to a simple statistic, a one-dimensional statistic
that I can measure across areas across subgroups.

To do this, I’m going to focus predominantly
on kids born to parents at the 25th percentile
of the income distribution. This is just a sim-
ple way to think about the outcomes of kids
born to parents at a relatively low income level.
Therefore, just reading off these outcomes at
the national level, you can see that children
born to parents at the 25th percentile, on aver-
age, end up at the 41st percentile, re!ecting
the fact that there is some amount of mean
reversion across generations, on average, in the
United States.

Now to make the units of that a little bit easier
to understand, I’m going to then map that 41st
percentile back into a dollar unit. So what is the
41st percentile of the income distribution when
kids are in their mid-30s? That’s about $32,000.
I’ve constructed this statistic at the national level.
We’re now going to construct this statistic in
local geographies and use that to understand how
mobility varies across areas and what the drivers
of mobility are, and so forth. Now I’m going to
turn to that, the geography of opportunity.
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Massive Geographic Heterogeneity
12 CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC POLICY

FIGURE 3
The Geography of Upward Mobility in the United States: Average Household Income for Children

with Parents Earning $27,000 (25th percentile)

Source: The Opportunity Atlas: Chetty et al. (2018).

IV. DESCRIPTIVE ANAYLSIS

In this !rst part of the talk, I’m going to present
a descriptive characterization of geographic vari-
ation in economic mobility. In order words, how
do rates of upward mobility vary across areas?
As you all know in the modern applied microeco-
nomics literature, the predominant focus has been
on identifying causal effects. You might ask: why
is this descriptive analysis just constructing these
statistics and looking at how they vary across
areas? Why should we necessarily be interested
in that? What did we learn from that?

One motivation, I think, for why just looking
at these statistics in the observational data are use-
ful, is that many policies in the United States and
elsewhere target speci!c areas based on charac-
teristics like poverty rates or other observational
measures. I will give you a couple examples in
the U.S. context:

Think about recent tax policies, for instance
the construction of what are called Opportunity
Zones, which basically give employers tax credits
to locate in certain areas. Those designations
are based on the de!nition of an Opportunity
Zone, which is partly based on the rate of poverty
in an area. Similarly, in the targeting of local
services, for instance, Head Start programs or

preschool programs more generally, locations are
often selected based on things like poverty rates
or other descriptive measures.

The way I think about this from a public
!nance perspective is that we’re essentially try-
ing to use location to some extent as a tag, as a
way to understand where people might be disad-
vantaged. For tagging applications like that, the
observed outcomes in an area of direct interest.
This is a result that goes back to George Akerlof
(1978) and has been used in a variety of differ-
ent settings.

The key point here is that we don’t necessarily
care if the variation that we see across places is
driven by the causal effect of growing up in that
place, or if it’s just that different people live in
different places. From a predictive perspective,
if we’re able to show that location has some
information about your chances of moving up
in the income distribution, that can be useful in
targeting policies. With that motivation in mind,
I’m now going to show you what these statistics
look like geographically across the United States.

Figure 3 shows the geography of upward
mobility in the United States. I’m focusing on
the statistic that I described earlier with the
national plot, which is the average household
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By Race: Men
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FIGURE 4
Two Americas: The Geography of Upward Mobility for Black Versus White Men: Average

Household Income for Men with Parents Earning $27,000 (25th percentile)

Source: Race and Economic Opportunity: Chetty et al. forthcoming.

FIGURE 5
The Geography of Upward Mobility for Black Versus White Women: Average Household Income for

Women with Parents Earning $27,000 (25th percentile)

Source: Race and Economic Opportunity: Chetty et al. forthcoming.

colors; there’s much more overlap across the
two maps.

You see, in particular, that White women who
grow up in the southeast have much worse out-
comes than White women who grow up in the

rest of the country. Again, showing that place
is important even conditional on race, or, geog-
raphy seems to matter here. Just to emphasize,
what we !nd more broadly is that the stark racial
disparities that we see in the United States in

Upward mobility for white men, but not for black men.
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By Race: Women
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FIGURE 4
Two Americas: The Geography of Upward Mobility for Black Versus White Men: Average

Household Income for Men with Parents Earning $27,000 (25th percentile)

Source: Race and Economic Opportunity: Chetty et al. forthcoming.

FIGURE 5
The Geography of Upward Mobility for Black Versus White Women: Average Household Income for

Women with Parents Earning $27,000 (25th percentile)

Source: Race and Economic Opportunity: Chetty et al. forthcoming.

colors; there’s much more overlap across the
two maps.

You see, in particular, that White women who
grow up in the southeast have much worse out-
comes than White women who grow up in the

rest of the country. Again, showing that place
is important even conditional on race, or, geog-
raphy seems to matter here. Just to emphasize,
what we !nd more broadly is that the stark racial
disparities that we see in the United States in

Racial differences are much stronger for men than for women.
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Very Narrow Geographic Areas Matter16 CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC POLICY

FIGURE 6
Incarceration Rates for Black Men, Watts and Compton: 2010 Census

Source: The Opportunity Atlas: Chetty et al. (2018).

outcomes of Black men growing up in the low-
est income families, in the bottom 1% of the
income distribution.

What you can see here is a really, I think, dis-
turbing outcome that re!ects the challenges in
this neighborhood. Look at the average house-
hold income for Black males growing up in
this tract. In Watts, it’s just $3,300. That’s the
mean income for kids who grew up there. So
how do you end up with a mean income of
$3,300? The way that happens is the vast major-
ity of the men who grew up in that area are not
working.

With these data you can look at variety of out-
comes beyond just income. I’m going to click
here on incarceration rates (visit opportunityatlas
.org to work with the interactive maps). You
can see that 44% of the Black men who grew
up in this particular neighborhood are incar-
cerated on a single day, the date of the 2010
census, which is when we’re measuring this
(Figure 6). It’s a staggeringly high number if
you think about the number who are incarcer-
ated over their lifetime—probably 60%–70%.
That’s a key reason you see such poor economic
outcomes.

Now what’s interesting about this example, I
think, is if you’re from LA, you might say: “I’m
surprised by the magnitudes, but I kind of knew
that Watts was a really high crime, high poverty

area. I’m not terribly surprised qualitatively to see
these statistics.”

But here’s something that might be a little bit
less obvious. You can go down about two and
a half miles to Compton, which is a different
area than Watts, but not viewed as an incredibly
af!uent area as it is another relatively high crime,
high poverty place. You can see that for the same
subgroup—men growing up in the very lowest
income families—rates of incarceration for kids
who grew up in Compton are 6% as opposed
to 44%. This is one of the many examples you
can see in the data of how the origins of these
differences in economic mobility and economic
opportunity are extremely local.

The natural next question, having documented
this very local variation, is to ask, what is driving
that variation across places? And ultimately, what
might we be able to change to increase rates of
upward mobility? I’m going to walk through a
series of correlations that we’ve looked at with
a variety of different factors at the census tract
level controlling for race, and asking, what are the
characteristics of places that have higher levels
of upward mobility? I’m going to start with what
I think we would traditionally think about in
economics—jobs.

There’s a long literature focusing on the
importance of jobs in particular places. There are
theories of spatial mismatch, which hypothesize

One census track (about 4,000 persons).
Compton vs. Watts:

I very close geographically, but very different outcomes
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Correlates of upward mobility

Characteristics of households in the census tract:

I average income, education

Availability of nearby jobs seems not to matter.

These effects are extemely local

I your census tract matters
I what neighboring tracts look like matters little
I what matters lies within about a half-mile radius
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Moving to Opportunity

RCT that gives rent subsidies to randomly chosen families who
move to different neighborhoods.

I treatment group: must move to higher income neighborhoods
I control group: can move anywhere

Outcome: Children’s earnings later as adults.
Establishes the causal effect of neighborhoods on adult outcomes.
Result: the effects are massive.
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FIGURE 17
Movers’ Income Ranks Versus Mean Ranks of Children in Destination for Children Who Move at

Age 5

Source: The Opportunity Atlas: Chetty et al. (2018); https://opportunityinsights.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/atlas_
slides.pdf

key ideas. First, given the amount of data here,
you’re looking at 7 million families that move
across places, you can compare siblings within
the same family.

Going back to this same chart, you might
worry that the types of families who move to
better areas when their kids are young are dif-
ferent from the types of families who make the
same moves when their kids are older. Maybe
they’re more sophisticated, they’re more moti-
vated in terms of investing in their kids and so
forth. So what’s one way to deal with those !xed
family factors? You can compare siblings within
the same family.

Imagine I reproduced this chart with family
!xed effects. Turns out, you get a picture that
looks almost identical. If I compare a 2-year old
and a 7-year old that move to a better area, I see
the 2 year old doing better than the 7 year old
exactly in proportion to that !ve-year age gap. So
that I think rules out a bunch of selection stories
that you might be worried about.

In addition, we do a series of what we call
outcome-based placebo tests, where we exploit
heterogeneity in these place effects by gender,
quantile and outcome. This a little bit more
nuanced, but in my view, is probably the most
convincing piece of evidence.

I will give you one speci!c example of that
(Table 1). It turns out that there’s some variation
across neighborhoods by gender. There are some
places that are particularly good for boys, and
there are some places that are particularly good
for girls. Imagine a family that moves with a
son and a daughter to a place that’s particularly
good for boys. We see that their son’s outcome
improves in proportion to the amount of time
he spends growing up there, but the daughter’s
outcome doesn’t change.

Again, with that type of very speci!c con-
vergence pattern, could it have been that there’s
some other confound that happened to line up
exactly with that creating differential effects by
gender? Maybe, but it seems more likely that

x axis: difference in neighborhood income rank (due to move)
y axis: child earnings (as adult)
The point: the children get 80% of the benefits of those born in
richer neighborhoods.
Older children benefit less. 11 / 14



Policy Interventions

Identify inexpensive places that generate upward mobility.
Encourage families to move.
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Reading

I Chetty (2021)
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